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the quality of the work is so high it is hard to ask. this work is the best and most
beautiful thing that i have ever done. the quality of the design, execution and

craftsmanship is a joy to behold. i am a huge fan of the system that i used for the
design. the system was far from perfect but the struggle produced beautiful work.

when you build a project, the koji command line tool you use to build it builds it into
a cache in your build folder . the cache is used to speed up future builds. there is

also a cache in the jigmake html and jigmake w3 page. to remove the built objects
use git clean from the root of the project. if you are installing this release on 32-bit
computers, choose this option. if you are using 32-bit processors (e.g., pentium iii,

celeron, power pc) you may need to use the i386 image to enable support for 32-bit
code. choose this release if you are installing many applications on 64-bit

computers. since jigmake contains no 32-bit code, 32-bit programs will run fine.
choose this release if you have a large number of legacy applications that do not

support 64-bit. the pipe - do some things. i use my 'jig' script to control most of my
workflow, and it's quite good. the workflow is more primitive than what other

projects offer, but there are some other tools i'd like to see available in packages in
debian. the 'jig' script is very good for doing these steps: a jig uploads to the

archive the 'jig' script sends mail to the specific user who requested the update jig
downloads the.dsc and.changes and does a differential update if a new version is
available the jig script adds it to the changelog if a new version is available the jig

script sends an email to the debian-devel-announce list there's a plugin for pip - so i
can easily test a single release, or upload to multiple repositories. i can also use pip
to hook up jigdownloader to irc so that i can answer questions about the project. i

can test a release - if it fails i can easily see why if something goes wrong, it's easy
to send the support team an email with the script output
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